[High-dose chemotherapy (HDCT) with peripheral blood stem cell transplantation (PBSCT) in ovarian cancer patients with poor prognosis].
Platinum is a key drug in ovarian cancer chemotherapy. Through combination with peripheral blood stem cell transplantation (PBCST), up to three times the usual carboplatin dose (1,200 mg/m2) may be given. If granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) is added to the PBSCH harvest and apheresis is performed twice when the leukocyte count exceeds 10,000/microliters 14 days before and after the platinum-based chemotherapy, the necessary hematopoietic stem cell collection for bone marrow reconstitution can be done. This treatment proves most effective when the initial treatment is under way and it is used as a consolidation therapy for minimum residual disease very similar to PCR or for PCR itself. Forthcoming investigation should determine what impact this therapeutic approach will have on longer survival, or whether it will contribute to treatment of an ovarian cancer with a poor prognosis, for example, when the residual tumor measures more than 2 cm in diameter. Moreover, what results can be expected if one uses effective ip chemotherapy with the standard dose in conjunction with the PBSCT-HDCT combination? Especially, if one can contact the residual tumor in the intraperitoneal cavity most likely to have a recurrence with a drug at an extremely high concentration, enabling a massive dose to the intraperitoneal cavity comparable to the standard dosage by vas internal administration with equivalent blood concentration, distant metastases may also be prevented.